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Preface 
    
I have always had a fascination with my 
natural surroundings, particularly the weird 
and wonderful! My earliest memories are 
chasing frogs through the long grass at the 
bottom of my first garden (thanks to my dad 
for not having an interest in manicured 
gardens!) and sinking a washing bowl into 
the ground as I wasn't allowed to have a 
pond.  

Then I discovered newts: amazing creatures 
that transform from a slough-like creature 
under stones into an active, flamboyant and 
enigmatic miniature dragon in the water that 
can rival any tropical fish tank. I could catch 
frogspawn and newts, place them in a tank 
and learn about biology, ecology and 
science. If there was a water-filled ditch or a 
flooded area considered waste-land and 
prime for development, I was there, wading 
up to my waist, ever-hoping to catch a newt 
or a big dragonfly nymph!  

These wonderful sites that were full of 
amphibians have either disappeared or have 
simply lost these halcyon populations of 
Common Frog and Smooth Newt. Common 
Toads used to grow as large as rabbits 
(almost) and took two hands to pick up.  
Now the small toads that manage to make it 
across the road seem like a different 
species in comparison.  

My first Grass Snake covered me in a foul 
smelling discharge and played dead, leaving 
me almost in tears as I believed that I had 
just killed such a beautiful and wild creature 
in a selfish urge to hold her. She slipped 
away minutes later teaching me to admire 
them without interfering.  

The purpose of this provisional atlas is to 
offer a snap-shot of the records we have in 
2005, not to show the actual distributions of 
the species.  

This atlas captures what we have and 
where we have it as shown by present 
records and will hopefully generate many 
new records when people realise we have 
not got a dot on the map where they know  

 

we should! Above all, it is aimed at showing 
the areas where we have no records and 
where records require urgent updating. 

The ultimate aim is to produce a 
comprehensive and complete Atlas in five 
years time, 2010. This should give 
everybody time to revisit old sites and 
search new sites, hopefully finding that the 
Adder is still part of the fauna of the region 
and that the Palmate Newt is more 
common than once thought. 

All wildlife requires our help. Amphibians 
and reptiles are declining at a frightening 
rate with 1/3 of all species threatened with 
extinction. These creatures are just as 
important as Black Redstarts, Hen Harriers, 
Large Blue Butterflies and Red Squirrels, 
each playing their role in maintaining a 
balance and indicating when the 
environment is struggling.  

It is time we took note, even if it is just for 
the sake of one child with a fascination for 
the weird and wonderful that you find in our 
wild spaces and not animated on a 
computer screen. 
    

Paul Wilkinson, Paul Wilkinson, Paul Wilkinson, Paul Wilkinson,     
Herpetological Conservation TrustHerpetological Conservation TrustHerpetological Conservation TrustHerpetological Conservation Trust

Grass Snake © Andy Purcell 
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Introduction 
    
For those involved with urban nature conservation 
it seems remarkable that, aside from Richard 
Fitter’s remarkable Natural History of London, 
cities and towns were effectively written off in 
wildlife terms for most of the twentieth century. 

Then in the late 1970s W. ‘Bunny’ Teagle reported 
on the wildlife of Birmingham and the Black 
Country on behalf of The Nature Conservancy 
Council.  The result was The Endless Village, a 
groundbreaking publication which demonstrated 
that the wildlife and habitats of urban areas are as 
diverse and exciting as those in the countryside.  
In 1980 a combination of academic interest and 
the campaigning of city-dwellers to protect their 
local wildlife sites culminated in a conference on 
urban wildlife and the founding of the Urban 
Wildlife Group (later to become The Wildlife 
Trust).  The UK now has an established urban 
wildlife movement, and the biodiversity of towns 
and cities is now celebrated as the main meeting 
place for people and wildlife. 

In 1990 EcoRecord, the ecological database for 
the Black Country and Birmingham, was set up by 
a partnership of The Nature Conservancy Council 
(now English Nature), the five local authorities, the 
Joint Data Team (jdt-Mott MacDonald) and the 
Wildlife Trust.  Since then EcoRecord has 
accumulated over 400,000 wildlife records and 
information on hundreds of wildlife sites.  By 
using the latest in geographical information 
systems (GIS) EcoRecord is able to inform and 
support biodiversity conservation and research; 
inform land managers and planners; and provide 
information to educational establishments and the 
general public. 

More recently the Biodiversity Action Plan for 
Birmingham and the Black Country has come to 
the fore.  A blueprint for places, it is supported by 
a partnership of over 50 organisations.  Two 
recurring themes in the plan are improving our 
knowledge of wildlife and disseminating that 
knowledge to others.  This Atlas is helping put the 
Biodiversity Action Plan into action.  Many of the 
records represented here are a result of the 
Wildlife Trust’s ‘Windows on Wildlife’ project.  
The Project involved members of the general 
public in recording wildlife, including amphibians.   

 

 

 

Record cards were distributed to the 
public as part of the project, and were 
filled in and returned to The Wildlife 
Trust.   

Of necessity the information on many of 
the species is incomplete, but we hope 
that the information contained here will 
inform and improve the work done to 
conserve our wild amphibians and 
reptiles.  Equally, the gaps in our 
knowledge present a challenge to natural 
historians across the area, and we hope 
this publication will be a spur to 
encourage and focus future recording 
effort. 

Finally, the role the general public can 
play in reptile and amphibian recording 
must not be underestimated.   

By involving them in discovering more 
about our reptiles and amphibians and 
filling the gaps in our knowledge we will 
be laying the foundations for a better 
future for all of Birmingham and the 
Black Country’s Wildlife. 

 

Common Frog © Andy Purcell 
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Birmingham and the 
Black Country 
 

Birmingham and the Black Country are the 
heart of the English Midlands. Before the 
eighteenth century this was a rural 
landscape of small towns and villages, with 
extensive areas of heathland, including 
Sutton Park - a hunting preserve established 
by Henry VIII and essentially intact today. 
Within decades, the area was at the heart of 
the industrial revolution - Thomas Telford, 
James Watt and Matthew Boulton were 
among the great engineers who left their 
mark on the area. But these engineers were 
part of a great intellectual movement in the 
Midlands, exemplified by the Lunar Society. 
Many respected naturalists lived in the area 
– Josiah Wedgewood, Erasmus Darwin and 
William Withering, the latter living in 
Edgbaston less than a mile from the Wildlife 
Trust’s current headquarters. 

Today the area is a rich mosaic of industry, 
commerce, housing and open spaces. 
Birmingham and the Black Country is 
turning green once more, though the 
pressures for regeneration can both support 
and conflict with the needs of wildlife. The 
only major UK conurbation to lie astride a 
watershed, the northeast drains, via the 
Tame and Cole then the Trent, ultimately 
into the North Sea. South east of a line from 
Quinton to Sedgley, the Stour and its 
tributaries begin their journey to the Severn 
and the Bristol Channel. The watershed 
roughly marks the extent of ice-age glaciers 
and in broad terms the geology and soils 
split on similar lines, with coal measures 
and sandstones beneath sands and clays to 
the north east, and richer soils above 
limestone to the south west. 

It was the ironstone, and later coal, that 
brought industry here, and a complex 
network of canals and later railways were 
needed to start the products of the 
manufactories on their journeys out across 
the empire. The rivers were too shallow 

 
for navigation, and in most cases the flood 
plains of the larger rivers remained 
untouched. Once coal had replaced charcoal 
for iron making, the area’s woodland lost 
much of its value and much was sacrificed 
for development, though early in the 20th 
century the Midlands Reafforestation 
Society led the way in re-establishing 
woodland on sites such as former coal tips. 
Some important tracts of countryside reach 
deep into the area; between Birmingham 
and Walsall lies ‘Barr Beacon Regional Park’, 
reaching from southern Staffordshire past 
Barr Beacon, the highest point in the area, 
to the Sandwell Valley; in the west of 
Wolverhampton is the Smestow Valley; 
Dudley has the Oak Farm Wedge, and in 
Birmingham the Woodgate Valley and 
‘Project Kingfisher’ along the Cole Valley. So 
today the landscape still has some ancient 
woodland, grassland and heaths, and 
deliberately created or spontaneously arisen 
vegetation on tips and wasteland and a 
mosaic of parks, gardens and allotments 
provide a wealth of other habitats for 
wildlife. These green wedges together with 
a network of rivers, canals, railways and 
roads with their banks, embankments and 
verges provide links between many of these 
sites, creating a landscape that is 
surprisingly amenable to many amphibian 
and reptile species.                           .
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Key Sites 
 

The following sites are sites for which we 
have a certain amount of past records and 
which are of interest for their contribution to 
the herpetofauna and biodiversity of 
Birmingham & the Black Country: 

 

FensPoolsFensPoolsFensPoolsFensPools, Buckpool and Barrow Hill LNR, Buckpool and Barrow Hill LNR, Buckpool and Barrow Hill LNR, Buckpool and Barrow Hill LNR 

Fens Pools Special Area of Conservation 
(SAC) is of international, national, regional 
and local importance, a fact well recognised 
by the Pensnett Wildlife Group (PWG), 
formed in 1985 to establish the 
designations and protection that the site 
was so desperate for. 

It is not only the site’s three large reservoirs 
that are of interest, but also the surrounding 
scrub, grassland and both natural and 
recently-created ponds of varying sizes. The 
site’s success is due to the PWG raising the 
profile and gaining invaluable data on the 
populations and also to the Wardens’ 
creation of new pools. 

The site has a large population of Great 
Crested Newts, Smooth Newts, Common 
Frogs and Common Toads. There were 
Common Lizards found on the spoil and 
slopes but their future is uncertain as they 
have not been observed in several years. 
The Grass Snake is also present but 
threatened due to increasing development 
pressure.  

 

Northern Black Country CorridorNorthern Black Country CorridorNorthern Black Country CorridorNorthern Black Country Corridor 

This site consists of several open spaces, 
SINCs and Local Nature reserves, including 
Broad Lane Marsh, Fibberesley and Rough 
Wood, connected by the Wyrley & 
Essington Canal. This site contains Great 
Crested Newts, Smooth Newts, Common 
Frogs, Common Toads and at least one area 
has Palmate Newts, a real rarity in this 
region. Further studies are required to 
quantify the importance of the site as it 
suffers from development pressure and 
pressure from the public. 

 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

Cotwall End Valley LNRCotwall End Valley LNRCotwall End Valley LNRCotwall End Valley LNR, Sedgley/Gornal, Sedgley/Gornal, Sedgley/Gornal, Sedgley/Gornal    

Cotwall End has a significant population of 
Smooth Newts, Great Crested Newts and 
Common Toads as well as large numbers of 
Common Frog and the occasional Grass 
Snake. These have all declined since the 
1980s due to succession and ponds drying 
up. Recently, the PWG have funded works 
to re-profile some of the ponds.  This was 
further enhanced by the English Nature 
Wildspace Officers and funding secured by 
the Amphibian & Reptile Project for the 
creation of a Great Crested Newt pond. 
There has been a recent resurgence of 
interest in the site and the formation of a 
group, the Friends of Cotwall End. 

 

Sutton Park NNRSutton Park NNRSutton Park NNRSutton Park NNR 

Sutton Park has an amazing mosaic of wet 
woodland, heath, scrub and marsh with 
some fascinating and rare species. These 
include populations of Common Toad, 
Common Frog, Smooth Newt, Viviparous 
Lizard, Slow-worm and Grass Snake. The 
Park may also be one of the last sites in our 
region for the elusive Adder. 

There are other sites that it is hoped will be 
included in the next Atlas 2010, areas such 
as the North Walsall heathlands and the 
Lickey Hills Country Park, which have 
important populations of reptiles. The 
diversity of herpetofauna is built upon 
important sites like these as well as the less 
well known sites such as urban garden 
ponds and it is hoped that there may be 
some pleasant surprises as a result of 
future surveys. 

 

© Morgan Hughes 
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Species Accounts 
 
 

This is an Atlas representing all of the 
records of reptiles and amphibians in 
Birmingham and the Black Country that 
have been made available to EcoRecord to 
date. The records used to create the 
distribution maps have been checked, and 
those that are dubious ignored. If this work 
can encourage more individuals and 
organisations to undertake the recording of 
reptiles and amphibians and pass those on 
to EcoRecord, then it will have achieved its 
main purpose.  

This work is not the result of a single 
survey, but based on a compilation of 
records held by EcoRecord, records from 
local wildlife recorders, amateur naturalists, 
local nature reserves and organisations such 
as the National Biodiversity Network, as 
well as records received from the public in 
surveys such as Windows on Wildlife. 
Though some of the species have been the 
subject of targeted surveys (e.g. Great 
Crested Newt), very few have been the 
subject of systematic research. Many of the 
records for some species have come from 
the general public; long experience has 
shown that there are a suite of species that 
can be reliably identified by the public. 
Other incidental records are from surveys 
not targeting amphibians and reptiles. Most 
field naturalists can determine the presence 
of some amphibians by the incidental noting 
of spawn in the spring and hibernacula in 
winter. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

It is often the case that rare or protected 
species are recorded, but common species 
such as frogs are under-recorded, and 
therefore their distribution according to 
available information is less accurate than 
other less widespread species.  It is 
important to note that any atlas is a 
representation of records, not of the 
animals themselves.  Newts can also tend 
to be poorly recorded, chiefly due to the 
need for live trapping to accurately 
determine species  (In the case of Great 
Crested Newts, a license is required to 
conduct a survey).  There are also those 
species which many people will tell you are 
well established, yet for which formal 
records are few.  

Records in this Atlas are mapped to a 
precision of 1km squares; the traditional 
tetrad (2 by 2km) obscures much 
informative detail, while a finer scale would 
exclude many valuable records made on a 
'site' basis.    There are also included pages 
on introduced and non-native species, along 
with any records, as the distribution of 
species of this nature is also important 
ecological data. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Smooth Newt Tadpole © Morgan Hughes 

 

Adder © Morgan Hughes 
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Smooth Newt 
TriturusTriturusTriturusTriturus vulgarisvulgarisvulgarisvulgaris (Linnaeus, 1758) 
    
This is our commonest newt, growing to 
10cm and having a smooth, brown coloured 
skin. The males will have dark spots and 
blotches over their bodies and support a 
crest during the breeding season.  Their 
bellies are orange or yellow with small spots 
or speckles. During breeding (February to 
July), the males will support a large crest 
and be a pale grey, brown or dark brown 
colour with many spots. The tail will be 
crested with orange and pale blue stripes. 

Smooth Newts spend the summer and 
winter on land, usually under logs and large 
boulders/rocks. They are only inactive during 
frost and snow, feeding on slugs, worms, 
woodlice and other small invertebrates. 
When the newt is on land, they can be 
mistaken for lizards but lack the swiftness 
of a lizard and have a rough skin. The 
Smooth Newt lives on average for 7 years. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Distribution:Distribution:Distribution:Distribution:    
 
Well recorded and widespread in the region, 
the Smooth Newt has been more accepting 
of alternative habitats such as canals and 
garden ponds. The species can tolerate the 
presence of fish to some extent and can 
make use of newly flooded ditches and 
derelict sites. Despite this widespread 
distribution, the species is vulnerable due to 
its preference for temporary wetland sites 
and areas prime for development. Many of 
the traditional sites are likely to be lost 
through succession and a lack of pond 
creation. 
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Palmate Newt 
Triturus helveticusTriturus helveticusTriturus helveticusTriturus helveticus (Razoumowsky, 1789) 

 

This is our smallest newt, female 8cm with 
males being smaller. The overall colour is 
pale brown/yellowish with a pale yellow or 
pinkish belly and throat. The belly and throat 
should be without markings. The males 
have a square body when viewed from 
above, with a stripe on their head and 
through the eyes. Their rear feet are heavily 
webbed and very dark in appearance. 

They inhabit still, shallow water but can be 
found in slow-moving streams, ponds, lakes 
and canals.  When living out of water they 
can inhabit gardens, heathland and 
woodlands.  This newt spends a large 
proportion of the year in the water, unless it 
dries up. 

When on land they feed on worms and 
insects and when in water they eat insect 
larvae, aquatic worms, water fleas and 
tadpoles.  

Palmate Newts hibernate each year from 
November until March.  They do this under 
stones, leaf litter and compost heaps, and 
occasionally in mud at the bottom of a pond. 
They reproduce in the spring.  The female 
lays several eggs each day, up to about 200 
eggs, which hatch 2-3 weeks later.   These 
newts are generally very fertile and can 
colonise new areas quickly. They are 
occasionally sexually mature at 2 years old 
although more commonly at three years old. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Distribution:Distribution:Distribution:Distribution:    
 
This newt, the smallest and rarest newt for 
our region, has a scattered distribution. This 
newt is more common both to the north in 
Staffordshire and to the south in 
Worcestershire. This is partly due to more 
extensive habitats and less development, 
but also due to the pressures from Great 
Crested Newts (a predator) having a strong 
hold in a few suitable locations. The Palmate 
Newt is also difficult to identify as the 
female Palmates are very similar to female 
Smooth Newts. There are many areas that 
are under recorded and this species may be 
more common than records suggest. 
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Great Crested Newt 
TriturusTriturusTriturusTriturus cristatuscristatuscristatuscristatus (Laurenti, 1768)    
 

Growing to 16cm in length, the Great 
Crested or Warty Newt is the largest newt 
in Europe. The skin is rough, black or dark 
brown and has white speckles. The belly is 
bright orange with black stripes and 
blotches; this belly pattern will continue to 
develop until the newt reaches adulthood, 
then the markings will be a unique 
identification feature. The males have a 
whitish stripe along the centre of the tail, 
which is present when the newt reaches 
adult hood. Male newts also tend to have 
shorter & broader tails than females. The 
newt will return to breed in its third year, 
and may live for over 10 years. The newt 
derives its name from the adult male which 
supports a high, jagged crest during the 
breeding season. This crest shows the male 
newt’s health and vitality, as soon as the 
newt is under stress this crest will greatly 
reduce and the newt may leave the water. 
The breeding season for newts is generally 
during the spring and early summer, with 
newts entering the water during wet 
periods in the autumn, winter and early 
spring. Some newts, especially immature, 
may remain aquatic throughout the year, 
depending on the amount of food available 
within the pond. 

The Great Crested Newt does have some 
natural protection in the form of 
toxins/poison in the skin. This is distasteful 
to predators and the bright orange belly is a 
deterrent. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Distribution:Distribution:Distribution:Distribution:    
 
Despite the region holding important 
populations nationally, the Great Crested 
newt is still rare and vulnerable due to its 
dependence on large ponds that are free 
from fish and which have a lack of 
management. The strongholds for this 
species are found on Fens Pools SAC and 
this is possibly the only site where there is 
an actual increase in the species due directly 
to pond creation. The populations in the 
north of the Black Country are considered 
stable although most other populations are 
undergoing a decline. Many of the past 
records require re-visiting as these 
populations may have expired or been 
misidentified as Smooth Newts. 
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Common Toad 
BufoBufoBufoBufo bufobufobufobufo (Linnaeus, 1758)    
    
Growing to 10cm nose to vent, occasionally 
larger with warmer climates. The males are  
smaller than the adult females so that they 
can be carried across the land to suitable 
ponds. The toad has a rough skin with two 
parotid glands behind the eyes (kidney bean 
shaped). General colour can be shades of 
brown, cream or grey, often with blotches 
or variable markings.  

Common Toads live in both  damp and dry 
areas from deciduous woodland to park 
land, heathland and scrub, to fields and 
gardens.  They only return to the pond to 
spawn over a few days during the breeding 
season. 

They feed on a diverse array of wildlife, 
from insects and spiders to worms and 
slugs.  Toads are solitary and nocturnal, and 
shed their skin regularly.  They don’t hop in 
the way that a frog does, but more often 
walk around.  When they hibernate, it is 
usually in the mud at the bottom of a pond. 

When breeding, the males will climb onto 
the backs of females, provided with extra 
grip by “nuptial pads” on their fingers.  
Their spawn is in long strings rather than 
clumps. Toad tadpoles are distasteful to fish 
which allows them to spawn in areas of 
permanent water. 

 

    

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Distribution:Distribution:Distribution:Distribution:    
 
The Common Toad is well represented 
across the region with concentrations in 
Dudley, Birmingham and Walsall, and a few 
scattered records for Sandwell and 
Wolverhampton. The species has suffered 
declines regionally but there are still some 
strong populations, especially on the Fens 
Pools SAC. The Common Toad suffers from 
road casualties and it is expected that this 
species will continue to decline unless 
corridors are maintained and improved. Like 
the Adder and Great Crested Newt, the 
Common Toad struggles with the stress put 
on it as a result of modern human society, 
although given the chance it could thrive and 
carry out pest control even in our cities. 
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Common Frog 
Rana temporariaRana temporariaRana temporariaRana temporaria     (Linnaeus,1758)    
    
Growing to 10cm nose to vent with long 
legs, often with stripes, the frog’s body 
colour can vary, especially in urban areas. 
The main colour is a light brown with dark 
markings, though this can change due to 
temperature and sex. Females will often be 
orange or red in colour during the spring, 
whilst the males may be a blue/grey colour 
with dark blotches. During the summer, 
these colours can alter to a pale tan or 
brown colour. The skin is mainly smooth 
and relies on regular moisture.  They live in 
gardens, grassland and meadows, and 
breed in ponds, puddles, canals and the 
shallow areas of lakes.   

Their diet primarily consists of invertebrates 
(including worms and slugs) which they 
catch with their sticky tongues.  They are 
attracted to water during dry periods and 
will catch insects, including wasps, which 
are drawn to the water to drink. 

Common frogs reach sexual maturity after 3 
years, when they make their way to 
breeding sites and enter into their amplexus 
(or mating embrace).  Frogs will often do 
this in the autumn and even form amplexus 
under the ice! They usually produce spawn 
in floating clumps during the first few 
weeks in March. The tadpoles emerge from 
the spawn after 1 month, and enter 
metamorphosis, which takes up to 14 
weeks.  By the time they reach adulthood, 
only 1 in 2000 eggs will have survived.   

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Distribution:Distribution:Distribution:Distribution:    
 
Despite serious concerns and huge losses 
through Ranavirus (or red leg disease), the 
Common Frog is still our commonest 
species thanks mainly due to garden ponds 
and the occasionally suitable urban pond. 
This species is also more likely to be 
encountered during the day than the other 
species. It is very important to monitor and 
record Common Frogs, particularly where 
they spawn. Common Frogs are susceptible 
to fluctuations in population due to their 
preference for temporary and shallow pools 
and are reliant on the creation of new ponds 
that are free from fish. The Common Frog is 
dependent on other invertebrate predators 
(Dragonflies, etc) and vertebrate predators 
(Grass Snakes, Herons, etc) to control and 
maintain a healthy population. 
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Red-Eared Terrapin 
Trachemys scripta elegansTrachemys scripta elegansTrachemys scripta elegansTrachemys scripta elegans (Wied-Neuwied, 1839)    
 
The Red-Eared Terrapin is an introduced 
species native to South America and the 
USA.  It is a sleek-looking turtle with 
distinctive red stripes down either side of 
the head.  The upper shell is yellow and 
green, and they have webbed feet. 

The terrapin inhabits any water with thick 
underwater vegetation, so the water can be 
still like a lake or pond or moving such as in 
a stream, canal or river. 

They can often be seen during the day 
basking on a platform (sometimes on the 
nests of Coots or Moorhens) to gain energy 
from the sun.   

After mating, the female will lay 1 or 2 
clutches of eggs per year of up to 22 eggs 
each.  They are laid in a pit, covered and left 
to develop.  Three months later, the young 
hatch. 

Many Terrapins were released into the wild 
after being imported as pets from the USA.  
Often the owners of the Terrapins would 
release them into the wild if they became 
unwanted.   
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DisDisDisDistribution:tribution:tribution:tribution:    
 
A native of North America, this species was 
very common in the pet trade during the 
1980s and 1990s. Many of these pets were 
released or escaped from captivity and have 
survived in the wild for several years. They 
are hardy and able to thrive in our local 
ponds, lakes and canals. The actual 
distribution may be greater than the map 
implies. This species may cause great 
interest when encountered but is rarely 
reported as they are considered to be exotic. 
The species cannot be classed as a threat to 
our ecosystems currently as they are unable 
to breed successfully in our climate. With 
climate change and global warming, this 
species and other non-native terrapins may 
be able to breed and establish themselves in 
our countryside and parks. 
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Grass Snake 
NatrixNatrixNatrixNatrix natrixnatrixnatrixnatrix (Linnaeus, 1758)    
    
Grass snakes are generally a green colour 
with a creamy yellow collar, giving them 
their other common name:  The Ringed 
Snake.  There are variations, including 
melanistic (black) and individuals which lack 
the yellow collar.   Their underside is usually 
paler with bluish and white colourations.  
They can grow up to 1.2m and have black-
blue forked tongues. 

Grass snakes live in damp areas such as 
ponds, ditches and the banks of rivers, but 
also in wet meadows, farmland and damp 
woodlands.  They predominately eat 
worms, tadpoles, frogs and newts and 
occasionally fish or small mammals, which 
they swallow alive.  They do not possess 
venom of any danger to people but it is 
likely that they have some form of venom to 
subdue wriggly frogs. 

They are diurnal and spend long periods 
basking, as do many reptiles.  They are also 
excellent swimmers and do much of their 
hunting underwater.  When threatened, 
they display by hissing and puffing 
themselves up, producing a foul-smelling 
substance from their glands, and playing 
dead.   

They hibernate below ground away from 
frost and flooding. The female can lay up to 
30 eggs, often in a communal site such as a 
rotting tree stump, pile of rotting vegetation 
or even compost heaps. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DistributiDistributiDistributiDistribution:on:on:on:    
 
With few and scattered records, the Grass 
Snake is uncommon and vulnerable. The 
snake is reliant on good habitats with plenty 
of amphibians, including toads. The species 
is vulnerable to disturbance, persecution and 
road mortalities. The Grass Snake, like the 
other reptiles, requires areas that have little 
or infrequent disturbance, this is an 
increasingly rare situation in modern society 
and the Grass Snake is expected to decline 
further by the time of the next atlas. 
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Adder 
ViperaViperaViperaVipera berusberusberusberus (Linnaeus, 1758)    
 

The Adder, also known as the Common 
Viper, is an incredibly robust species, 
existing in various places throughout Britain.  
Growing up to 65 -80cm, they are fairly 
short snakes with relatively large heads,  
rounded snouts and rusty-red elliptical 
pupils.  They are sexually dimorphous, the 
females being brown and the males grey, 
each with dark markings in the form of a 
variable zigzag pattern which runs down the 
length of the snake’s back. There is a black 
V shape behind the head and this is 
uniquely different to each snake. 

Adders can live in open woodland, sand 
dunes, rivers, heaths, mountains, 
hedgerows and even bogs.  Their primary 
habitat requirement is a lack of disturbance. 
They use venom to stun and immobilise 
their prey before they eat it.  This prey can 
be frogs, small mammals, lizards or birds, 
which the adder bites and then follows until 
the venom takes effect. 

Like other snakes, Adders spend a great 
deal of time basking to warm themselves.  
They mate in the spring, when the males 
often wrestle for the right to mate with the 
females.   

Adders, in spite of their reputation, are non-
aggressive snakes but require treating with 
respect. Their venom is harmful and can kill 
in rare cases. All adder bites require medical 
attention whilst remaining calm. It is rare 
that adders bite and this is always a last 
resort to defend themselves. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Distribution:Distribution:Distribution:Distribution:    
 
With very few records, the current status of 
the adder is rare and vulnerable, with the 
species likely to be lost to the Birmingham & 
Black Country. The rarity of this snake is 
mainly due to a lack of suitable management 
of already fragmented habitats. It is of the 
utmost importance to survey these sites and 
protect this species, and it is hoped that 
there may be sites in our region that still 
support adders. The records from Pensnett 
Chase from 30 years ago may be from a 
relic population long lost or mistaken 
identification for the Grass Snake. Sutton 
Park may play an important role in the 
conservation of this species. It is surprising 
that there are no records from the north 
Black Country heaths and commons, 
potentially ideal habitats and close to the 
Cannock Chase populations. The main 
requirement for conservation of the Adder is 
that of suitable hibernacula. Whole 
populations can be lost or dispersed through 
inappropriate management or destruction of 
this important winter habitat requirement. 
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Slow Worm 
AnguisAnguisAnguisAnguis fragilisfragilisfragilisfragilis (Linnaeus,1758)    
    
Not a worm at all, and not a snake either, 
the Slow Worm is actually a legless lizard 
that grows to 30-50cm.  

Unlike snakes, Slow Worms have eyelids.  
They have smooth, long, shiny bodies that 
vary in colour from grey to bronze, with the 
females usually being darker, often with a 
dark vertebral stripe.  Blue spots are often 
present on the sides of the body, although 
this trait varies geographically. 

Slow Worms prefer humid areas, and can 
readily be found in gardens, meadows, 
fields and farmland, as well as woodland-
edge habitats. 

They hunt for food as dusk approaches, 
looking for insects, worms, snails and slugs.  
They hibernate in the winter, often 
communally, usually under leaves and in 
crevices or under roots.  They have been 
known to share hibernacula with other 
species of reptile. 

Mating takes place in the spring, but it is 
June before the females can conceive.  5 
months later, up to a dozen young are born. 

If attacked by a predator, the Slow Worm 
can shed its tail, and although re-growth 
occurs, it is never complete. 
Slow Worms are one of the few species 
that remain calm when handled and can 
thrive in areas where there is a lot of 
disturbance. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Distribution:Distribution:Distribution:Distribution:    
 
The Slow Worm has a scattered distribution 
and is an uncommon species despite its 
tolerance of many habitats and its ability to 
withstand disturbance to a greater degree 
than the other reptile species can. The 
species is still to be found in areas of 
Birmingham on railway embankments, 
brownfield sites and the edges of parks 
among rough grassland. The species 
appears to have declined in the Dudley 
region where it was associated with a 
graveyard. The Slow Worm is likely to be 
under-recorded due to its secretive habits 
and liking of rough and overgrown areas 
where it can not always be seen. 
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Common Lizard 
LacertaLacertaLacertaLacerta viviparaviviparaviviparavivipara (Jacquin, 1787)    
    
Growing up to an incredible 18cm, Common 
Lizards have grey, brown, green or even 
bronze scales.  They have relatively short 
legs compared to their body length.  They 
also have a series of markings, including 
pale spots down their flanks and dark spots 
all over.  Males often have orange 
undersides with black spots, while females’ 
bellies are a creamy white colour. 

They can be found in woods, heaths, dunes, 
bogs and hedgerows, and are often found 
on railway embankments and even in 
rubbish dumps.   

Their diet consists of insects, snails and 
spiders which they grip with their mouth, 
shake vigorously to stun and then swallow 
whole. They may also supplement their diet 
with fruit in the autumn. 

They are a diurnal species, basking in the 
early morning and late afternoon, taking 
refuge from the sun in the middle of the 
day, and sheltering at night, often under 
refugia such as logs, stones, or even man-
made ones such as carpet or metal sheets. 

They hibernate in the winter, and the 
breeding season in the spring is 
characterised by territorial disputes 
between males and then mating.  The 
young hatch from their eggs inside the 
female’s body, being ovi-viviparous, and the 
female then gives birth to up to a dozen live 
young.  The young reach sexual maturity at 
2 (males) or 3 (females) years. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Distribution:Distribution:Distribution:Distribution:    
 
The Common or Viviparous Lizard is very 
rare and vulnerable to extinction in our 
region. There are a few sites where the 
species is still surviving and being monitored 
by dedicated volunteers, but there are also 
sites that appear to have been lost, such as 
at Fens Pools SAC. The species is 
vulnerable to predation from domestic cats 
and birds such as Magpies and Pheasants, 
but this is not the main reason for its 
decline.  The main cause is attributed to 
fragmentation and the existence of isolated 
populations that are unable to replenish 
themselves. 
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Alpine Newt 
TriturusTriturusTriturusTriturus alpestrisalpestrisalpestrisalpestris (Laurenti, 1768)    
    
The very attractive Alpine Newt is not a 
native species, but is being found 
increasingly in the British Isles, although not 
yet in Birmingham and the Black Country.  
Growing up to 12cm, the Alpine Newt is 
coloured in browns, blues and mottled 
patterns with a bright orange underbelly that 
lacks the markings present in other newt 
species. 

During the breeding season, males develop 
a crest which is a series of sequential black 
and yellow stripes.  

    

    
    
 

 

 

Their native habitat area is in Mainland 
Europe, and although they do exist in lower 
Alpine regions, the name Alpine Newt is 
slightly misleading of their range.  They are 
found in Denmark, Russia, Greece, Holland, 
Belgium and Luxembourg. 

They are often kept in captivity which may 
be the source of the introductions to the 
British Isles. 

 
    
    

 

Marsh Frog 
RanaRanaRanaRana ridibundaridibundaridibundaridibunda (Pallas, 1771)    
    
The Marsh Frog is similar in appearance to 
the other green frogs, the Edible and Pool 
Frogs, and is a very aquatic species, and is 
often hard to find as it is elusive and easily 
disturbed.  They are primarily green with 
dark spots, occasionally with a pale 
vertebral stripe, causing further confusion 
with the Pool Frog.  The distinguishing 
characteristics are its general size (the 
Marsh Frog is considerably larger – up to 
13cm) and prominent vocal sacs which are 
noticeably grey in colour. 

The Marsh Frog was a deliberate 
introduction to the UK, and has shown 
indications of notable success.  This may be 
due to the species’ choice of habitats. 

The Marsh Frog prefers ditches and dykes, 
which are not usually the preferred habitats 
of many of our native amphibians.  However 
the dispersal of this species is being 
monitored because of potential competition 
for food with our native herpetofauna. 
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Natterjack Toad 
BufoBufoBufoBufo calamitacalamitacalamitacalamita (Laurenti, 1768)    
 

Another species not found in the local area, 
the Natterjack Toad is a nationally rare 
species.  It and its habitats are fully 
protected under the Wildlife & Countryside 
Act 1981. The population in Staffordshire is 
thought to be Extremely Vulnerable (as of 
2003). The species is unlikely to be 
encountered in the West Midlands 
Waterway Boundary or adjoining land. 

They are usually 6-8cm long with flattened 
bodies, relatively short limbs and feet that 
are not entirely webbed. 

 

They have green iridescent eyes, pale 
brown-olive or grey backs with red, brown 
or grey warts.  Their bellies are pale with 
dark spots, and their most distinctive 
feature is a strong pale stripe running down 
their backs. 

Natterjacks can also make themselves 
darker in order to camouflage themselves.  
The males are distinguished from the 
females by the presence of nuptial pads on 
their fingers and vocal sacs on the side of 
their head.  These sacs are used to create 
one of the loudest croaks of any amphibian, 
able to be heard up to a kilometre.    

    

 
 

Smooth Snake 
Coronella austriacaCoronella austriacaCoronella austriacaCoronella austriaca (Laurenti, 1768)    
    
A very rare species which is not found in 
Birmingham and the Black Country,  
Smooth Snakes are slender, grey-brown or 
red-brown with a pattern of dark spots along 
their backs.  They can grow up to 85cm long 
and have a dark stripe running from their 
neck through their orange eye to their 
nostril.  Their tongues are a red-brown 
colour.  They have particularly smooth, flat 
scales, giving the species its common 
name.  Smooth Snakes are constrictors, and 
kill their prey by squeezing it.   

They are native to southern England as well 
as other parts of Europe.  Their preferred 
habitat is dry, sunny slopes and 
embankments, and they also inhabit 
hedgerows, woodland and heaths. 

They feed primarily on other reptiles, 
although they will eat small mammals and 
even some insects.  They are diurnal in 
habit, though not particularly active during 
the heat of midday.  Like Adders, the males 
fight for females during the breeding 
season.  Smooth Snakes are quite 
aggressive in nature.  Like Grass Snakes, 
they emit liquid from their anal glands as a 
deterrent to predators. 

They breed after hibernation in April, and 
the female gives birth (they are 
oviviviparous) to up to 15 young.    
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Sand Lizard 
Lacerta agilisLacerta agilisLacerta agilisLacerta agilis (Linnaeus, 1758)    
    
Growing up to 24cm in length, the Sand 
Lizard is surprisingly stocky, yet agile.  The 
females are grey or pale brown with brown 
markings and a pale belly, while the males 
are brown-black with bright green sides 
(particularly during the breeding season).  
Their undersides are pale green.    

    
Sand Lizards are rare in Britain, but can be 
found in Dorset and other suitable areas.  
They are varied feeders, eating slugs, 
insects and spiders, but also vegetation 
such as flower heads and fruit. 

They are very shy and spend much of their 
time underground in colonies.  They are 
easily disturbed by humans.   

After hibernation, the males fight vigorously 
for mates.  The females lay up to 5-15 eggs 
in June or July, which hatch after 1-2 
months. 

Due to fragmentation of habitat, the Sand 
Lizard is endangered in Britain, and is 
protected by the Wildlife and Countryside 
Act 1981. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pool Frog 
RanaRanaRanaRana lessonaelessonaelessonaelessonae    (Camerano, 1882)    
    
This species is also unlikely to be 
encountered as its natural range is in East 
Anglia. This frog has recently (2005) been 
reintroduced from Scandinavian ponds in an 
English Nature programme. 

Pool Frogs have often been confused with 
other species, such as the Common Frog, 
the Marsh Frog and the Edible Frog.  Pool 
Frogs have olive-brown colouration above, 
with dark-brown blotches, and a prominent 
yellow line running down the centre of their 
back. (Continental Pool Frogs are 
predominantly green.) Other identifying 
features include that Pool Frogs also have a 
slightly more pointed snout than the 
Common Frog, and they don’t have the 
Common Frog’s distinctive dark patch 
behind the eye around the eardrum. 

Pool Frogs tend to prefer established ponds 
with good sun exposure, and which warm 
up relatively quickly and also appear to 
favour areas where there are several ponds 
in close proximity. 

Pool frogs emerge from a winter of 
hibernation in spring, and spend the first 
few weeks basking in the sun, after which 
the breeding season begins, culminating in 
2 or 3 patches of spawn being laid in the 
males’ croaking area.  Sexual maturity is 
reached after 2 years. The adults, like other 
frog species, feed on invertebrates, and 
often snap at flying insects. 
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Herpetological 
Conservation 
Organisations 
 
The Herpetological Conservation Trust is a 
UK charity with the principal aim of 
safeguarding Britain’s threatened 
herpetofauna. The Trust manages sites 
inhabited by threatened herpetofauna. They 
are working to increase knowledge of 
habitat requirements and way of life of 
species through research, education and 
provision of expert advice. They are also 
working to raise public awareness to 
encourage interest in, and understanding of, 
our amphibians and reptiles. 

 
The HCT acquire and manage nature 
reserves for herpetofauna, and they are lead 
partners for all Species Action Plan’s 
relating to reptiles and amphibians. They are 
involved in research, and are pursuing 
changes in legislation to benefit 
herpetofauna.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Herpetological Conservation TrustThe Herpetological Conservation TrustThe Herpetological Conservation TrustThe Herpetological Conservation Trust    
655a, Christchurch Road,655a, Christchurch Road,655a, Christchurch Road,655a, Christchurch Road,    
Boscombe, Boscombe, Boscombe, Boscombe,     
Bournemouth,Bournemouth,Bournemouth,Bournemouth,    
Dorset  BH1 4APDorset  BH1 4APDorset  BH1 4APDorset  BH1 4AP    
    
Tel: 01202 391319Tel: 01202 391319Tel: 01202 391319Tel: 01202 391319    
www.herpconstrust.org.ukwww.herpconstrust.org.ukwww.herpconstrust.org.ukwww.herpconstrust.org.uk    
 

 

EcoRecord 
    
EcoRecord is the ecological database for the Black Country and Birmingham. As the region's 
Local Record Centre EcoRecord's main objectives are to: 
 

• Collect, validate and store information about habitats, sites, species, groups of 
species, natural communities and sources of further information, thus promoting the 
beneficial usage of accumulated data. 

• Provide impartial, authoritative and up-to-date information on the ecological resource 
of the Black Country and Birmingham sub-region. 

• Provide a source of ecological information, analysis and interpretation for land 
managers, planners, developers and conservationists. 

• Manage access to that information and analyse and interpret the information 
according to either a predetermined programme or upon request. 

• Develop and maintain relationships with statutory agencies, local authorities, voluntary 
groups, namely the recording community, and others as appropriate. 

• Ensure the integration of local ecological information with various national and 
regional recording schemes. 

 
For further information visit www.ecorecord.org.ukwww.ecorecord.org.ukwww.ecorecord.org.ukwww.ecorecord.org.uk call 0000121 454 1808121 454 1808121 454 1808121 454 1808 or write to: 
 

EcoRecordEcoRecordEcoRecordEcoRecord    
28 Harborne Road28 Harborne Road28 Harborne Road28 Harborne Road    

EdgbastonEdgbastonEdgbastonEdgbaston    
Birmingham Birmingham Birmingham Birmingham     B15 3AAB15 3AAB15 3AAB15 3AA    
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Froglife are a national wildlife charity 
concerned with protecting amphibians and 
reptiles in the wild. They work to support 
and promote conservation by providing 
advice, information, education and training 
to professionals and the public. Froglife 
have a Wildlife Information and Data 
Gathering Service. Projects include ‘Toads 
on Roads’, ‘Frog Disease’ (which logs 
unusual frog mortality) and the ‘Bullfrog 
Project’ (which notifies sightings of these 
non-natives).   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    
Amphibian and Reptile Groups (ARGs) are 
local volunteer groups responsible for 
maintenance of amphibian and reptile 
records for each county. They are involved 
in herpetological surveys, monitoring and 
provision of advice to planners.  The ARG 
for the West Midlands can be contacted at: 
 

 
The The The The     Amphibian Amphibian Amphibian Amphibian     and and and and     Reptile Reptile Reptile Reptile     ProjectProjectProjectProject    

The HCT is in the process of launching the 
Amphibian and Reptile Project. The project 
will build on the provisional Atlas that you 
are reading and aim to create a complete 
Amphibian and Reptile Atlas for the West 
Midlands by the year 2010. 

The aim of the atlas is to find out what 
species are present. This is essential, so we 
know which species, if any, are in decline 
and how fast that decline is happening so 
that we can set realistic priorities for our 
conservation action.  

The practical conservation tasks will include 
surveying, pond creation, recreation and 
extension along with scrub management.  

You can help us in this task by joining us or 
by sending to us any recent records of 
Amphibian and Reptile sightings within the 
area. All records that you submit will also go 
to EcoRecord. 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Paul WilkinsonPaul WilkinsonPaul WilkinsonPaul Wilkinson    
West Midlands ARGWest Midlands ARGWest Midlands ARGWest Midlands ARG    
86 Farrington Road86 Farrington Road86 Farrington Road86 Farrington Road    
Ettingshall ParkEttingshall ParkEttingshall ParkEttingshall Park    
Wolverhampton  WV4 6QHWolverhampton  WV4 6QHWolverhampton  WV4 6QHWolverhampton  WV4 6QH    
    
Email:  Email:  Email:  Email:  arproject@blueyonder.co.ukarproject@blueyonder.co.ukarproject@blueyonder.co.ukarproject@blueyonder.co.uk    

Froglife Froglife Froglife Froglife     
White LodgeWhite LodgeWhite LodgeWhite Lodge    
London RoadLondon RoadLondon RoadLondon Road    
Peterborough  PE7 OLGPeterborough  PE7 OLGPeterborough  PE7 OLGPeterborough  PE7 OLG    
    
Tel: 01Tel: 01Tel: 01Tel: 01733 558444733 558444733 558444733 558444    
www.froglife.orgwww.froglife.orgwww.froglife.orgwww.froglife.org    
Email:Email:Email:Email:  info@froglife.org info@froglife.org info@froglife.org info@froglife.org        
    

 

 Amphibian and Reptile ProjectAmphibian and Reptile ProjectAmphibian and Reptile ProjectAmphibian and Reptile Project    
86 Farringt86 Farringt86 Farringt86 Farrington Roadon Roadon Roadon Road    
Ettingshall ParkEttingshall ParkEttingshall ParkEttingshall Park    
Wolverhampton  WV4 6QHWolverhampton  WV4 6QHWolverhampton  WV4 6QHWolverhampton  WV4 6QH    
    
Email:  Email:  Email:  Email:  arproject@blueyonder.co.ukarproject@blueyonder.co.ukarproject@blueyonder.co.ukarproject@blueyonder.co.uk    
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Identification Tips 
 
Here are a few identification tips to help Here are a few identification tips to help Here are a few identification tips to help Here are a few identification tips to help 
with basic recording skills.  Many people are with basic recording skills.  Many people are with basic recording skills.  Many people are with basic recording skills.  Many people are 
confused by newts in particular, because confused by newts in particular, because confused by newts in particular, because confused by newts in particular, because 
Great Crested Newts are not the only Great Crested Newts are not the only Great Crested Newts are not the only Great Crested Newts are not the only 
newts with crests!newts with crests!newts with crests!newts with crests!    
    

 
Common FrogsCommon FrogsCommon FrogsCommon Frogs have back legs that are 
much longer and stronger than their front 
ones. They are quite fast moving and are 
strong jumpers. They have smooth skins 
and vary in colour from pale green to nearly 
black.  Individual frogs can change their 
colour fairly quickly. Sometimes orange 
frogs can be found, especially in the south 
east, and red frogs have been found in 
Scotland! 

 

    
Common ToadsCommon ToadsCommon ToadsCommon Toads have shorter hind legs than 
frogs. They are slower moving than frogs 
and do not jump. Their skin is dry, lumpy 
and is brown to grey in colour.  

 

 

Smooth NewtsSmooth NewtsSmooth NewtsSmooth Newts are rather small. They are a 
light sandy brown colour, but develop an 
orange belly in breeding condition. They 
have a pattern of spots, larger in the male 
than the female. The crest developed by 
breeding males is wavy and unbroken.    

 

The Palmate NewtThe Palmate NewtThe Palmate NewtThe Palmate Newt grows up to about 9cm 
long. Their most distinctive feature is the 
webbed hind feet of the males. In breeding 
condition they have an orange belly. The 
end of their tail is drawn out into a fine 
filament.    

 

Great Crested NewtsGreat Crested NewtsGreat Crested NewtsGreat Crested Newts can be up to 15cm 
long. Almost black in colour, they have a 
bright yellow or orange belly when in 
breeding condition, which extends under 
the tail in females.   Breeding males can be 
easily identified by the large jagged crest, 
with a break in it where the back and tail 
meet, and a pale stripe along the side of the 
tail.    
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Glossary of Terms 
 
AmplexusAmplexusAmplexusAmplexus----    The mating embrace (pictured 
below) of amphibians prior to fertilization of 
eggs. The male grasps the female from 
behind. This positions his vent near hers to 
assure fertilization. 

 

 

 

 

DiurnalDiurnalDiurnalDiurnal    ----    Active during the day – the 
opposite of nocturnal.  

    

Dimorphous Dimorphous Dimorphous Dimorphous ––––    When the male and the 
female of a species exists in two different 
forms, e.g. different coloured / particular 
physical characteristics such as the crest on 
the male Great Crested Newt pictured 
below: 

    

HerpetofaunHerpetofaunHerpetofaunHerpetofaunaaaa----    A collective term for reptiles 
and amphibians.  

 

MetamorphosisMetamorphosisMetamorphosisMetamorphosis----    The process of changing 
from one form to another during 
development. In amphibians it is usually 
associated with a switch from an aquatic 
larval stage to a terrestrial adult phase. e.g. 
Tadpole (larval stage) to Frog (adult stage) 

    

Nuptial PadNuptial PadNuptial PadNuptial Pad----    Thick, rough pads developed on 
certain parts of the limbs of male 
amphibians that are used to improve grip 
during mating 

 

OvoviviparousOvoviviparousOvoviviparousOvoviviparous----    Reproduces by eggs which 
remain in the mother's body until they are 
ready to hatch. When the young emerge, 
they are born live, with only a membrane to 
break out of. 

 

Parotid GlandParotid GlandParotid GlandParotid Gland----    Paired glands in the form of 
large bumps. In toads, these are located 
behind the eyes on the neck and secrete 
toxic substances used for defence.  This 
can be seen as the dark, crescent-shaped 
area behind the eye of the toad in the 
picture below. 

 

 

If you have any further questions or require 
further information about these terms, or 
about amphibians and reptiles in general, 
please contact either your local Wildlife 
Trust or a Herpetological Conservation 
Organisation such as Froglife. 

 

Toad Amplexus © Paul Wilkinson 

Common Toads © Andy Purcell 

 

Male Great Crested Newt © Mike Lane 
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Appendix 1 – Legal Status

Amphibians and Reptiles Recorded in Birmingham and the Black CountryAmphibians and Reptiles Recorded in Birmingham and the Black CountryAmphibians and Reptiles Recorded in Birmingham and the Black CountryAmphibians and Reptiles Recorded in Birmingham and the Black Country    
    

Common NameCommon NameCommon NameCommon Name    
    

HSD HSD HSD HSD 
Annex Annex Annex Annex 
2222    

    
HSD HSD HSD HSD 
Annex Annex Annex Annex 
4444    

    
IUCN IUCN IUCN IUCN 
(1994)(1994)(1994)(1994)    

    
WCA WCA WCA WCA 
(1981)(1981)(1981)(1981)    
S5, S9 1S5, S9 1S5, S9 1S5, S9 1    
(Killing / (Killing / (Killing / (Killing / 
Injuring)Injuring)Injuring)Injuring)    

    

    
WCWCWCWCA A A A 
(1981)(1981)(1981)(1981)    
S5, S9 S5, S9 S5, S9 S5, S9 
1111    

(Taking)(Taking)(Taking)(Taking)    

    
WCA WCA WCA WCA 
(1981)(1981)(1981)(1981)    
S5, S9 S5, S9 S5, S9 S5, S9 
2222    
    

    
WCA WCA WCA WCA 
(1981)(1981)(1981)(1981)    
S5, S9 S5, S9 S5, S9 S5, S9 
4a4a4a4a    
    

    
WCA WCA WCA WCA 
(1981)(1981)(1981)(1981)    
S5, S9 S5, S9 S5, S9 S5, S9 
4b4b4b4b    
    

    
WCA WCA WCA WCA 
(1981)(1981)(1981)(1981)    
S5, S9 S5, S9 S5, S9 S5, S9 
5a5a5a5a    
    

    
WCA WCA WCA WCA 
(1981)(1981)(1981)(1981)    
S5, S9 S5, S9 S5, S9 S5, S9 
5b5b5b5b    

    
UKUKUKUK    
BAPBAPBAPBAP    

    
B & BC B & BC B & BC B & BC 
BapBapBapBap    

    
CROW CROW CROW CROW 
act act act act 
2000200020002000    

Common FrogCommon FrogCommon FrogCommon Frog    
Rana temporariaRana temporariaRana temporariaRana temporaria    

                                XXXX    XXXX        XXXX        

Edible FrogEdible FrogEdible FrogEdible Frog    
RanaRanaRanaRana    

                                                    

CommCommCommCommon Toadon Toadon Toadon Toad    
Bufo BufoBufo BufoBufo BufoBufo Bufo    

                                XXXX    XXXX        XXXX        

Smooth NewtSmooth NewtSmooth NewtSmooth Newt    
Triturus vulgarisTriturus vulgarisTriturus vulgarisTriturus vulgaris    

                                XXXX    XXXX        XXXX        

Palmate NewtPalmate NewtPalmate NewtPalmate Newt    
Triturus helveticusTriturus helveticusTriturus helveticusTriturus helveticus    

                                XXXX    XXXX        XXXX        

Great Crested NewtGreat Crested NewtGreat Crested NewtGreat Crested Newt    
Triturus cristatusTriturus cristatusTriturus cristatusTriturus cristatus    

XXXX    XXXX    XXXX    XXXX    XXXX    XXXX    XXXX    XXXX    XXXX    XXXX    XXXX    XXXX    XXXX    

Red Eared TerrapinRed Eared TerrapinRed Eared TerrapinRed Eared Terrapin    
Trachemys scripta Trachemys scripta Trachemys scripta Trachemys scripta 
eleganseleganseleganselegans    

                                                    

Common LizardCommon LizardCommon LizardCommon Lizard    
Lacerta viviparaLacerta viviparaLacerta viviparaLacerta vivipara    

            XXXX                    XXXX    XXXX                

Grass SnakeGrass SnakeGrass SnakeGrass Snake    
Natrix natrixNatrix natrixNatrix natrixNatrix natrix    

                                                    

AdderAdderAdderAdder    
Vipera berusVipera berusVipera berusVipera berus    

            XXXX                    XXXX    XXXX                

Slow WormSlow WormSlow WormSlow Worm    
Anguis fragilisAnguis fragilisAnguis fragilisAnguis fragilis    

            XXXX                    XXXX    XXXX                
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Notes: 
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Appendix 2 –  
EcoRecord Recording Card 
 
 

 

 


